Primary

I Think, You Think
Part 1

A. Look at the different free-time activities. Which ones do you like? Circle the faces.
1.

2.

reading

doing science experiments

4.

cooking

7.

3.

5.

6.

playing video games

painting and drawing

9.

8.

playing board games

acting

playing basketball

10.

playing the guitar

dancing

B.	
Work in pairs and compare your answers. Do you have the same opinions about the
activities in A? Complete the sentences.
We both

.

Neither of us

.

I like

but

likes

.
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Part 2

A. What do Jason and Ivana think? Write like or don’t like to show their opinions.

Jason

Ivana

1. I
acting. It’s fun to wear costumes and
play different parts.

5. I
acting. I’m shy and I feel nervous in
front of a lot of people.

2. I
basketball. I play on an after-school
team with my friends.

6. I
basketball. I always watch games
with my dad.

3. I
cooking. It’s boring. I prefer to eat
meals that other people cook.

7. I
cooking. I enjoy making food from
lots of different countries.

4. I
video games. It's more exciting to do
group activities.

8. I
video games. I think board games
are more fun.

B. Work in pairs. Discuss your ideas.
• Do Jason and Ivana have the same opinions or different opinions?
• What do they think about basketball and video games? What are their reasons?
• Do you like acting, basketball, cooking, or video games? Why?
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Part 3

A.	What do you think? Is playing video games good or bad for you? Write your opinion
and say why.

In my opinion, playing video games
.

B.	
Read two opinions about playing video games. Is each person’s opinion the same
or different?
https://videogamesforyou.co
Is Playing Video Games Good for You?

Ruby, 10

Lucas, 11

Playing video games teaches you to
solve problems. When you play with
other people, you get good at teamwork,
too. Video games can help you be more
creative. I play video games after school
because it’s relaxing.

Playing video games stops you from
doing more important things. Sometimes
I play video games for hours. I don’t do
my homework, and I go to sleep late.
Sometimes I don’t get outside to exercise.
My family and friends want me to stop
playing and spend more time with them.

C. Read the opinions in B again. Think and respond.
1. Is your opinion similar to the opinion of Ruby or Lucas?
2. What reasons does each person give to support their opinion?
3. Do you agree or disagree with any of their reasons?
4. Did Ruby or Lucas’s opinions or reasons change your mind about playing video games?
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Extension

A.	Complete the sentences with should or shouldn’t to give your opinion.
1. Kids
2. Everyone

have a cellphone before they are 10 years old.
play outside for one hour every day.

cellphone
breaks
candy

3. Kids

get longer school breaks.

4. Kids

be allowed to eat candy as a snack.

5. Pets

be allowed in schools.

6. K ids

be allowed to watch TV before they do their homework.

mobile phone
holidays
sweets

B. Work in pairs. Compare your answers.
• Choose one sentence where you have a different opinion from your partner.
• Share your reasons to support your opinion. Do you agree with your partner’s reasons
or not?
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